
Over the past two years I have been the elected Chair of Primary Care    
Cheshire and during that time the federation has worked with partners to win 
the Prime Minister’s Challenge Fund and an APMS contract for Westminster 
Surgery. We have implemented the CCG’s D-Dimer service and the Acute   
Visiting Service. The board has worked on establishing our corporate                
infrastructure and developing new avenues for federative working.  

During the past year, Primary Care Cheshire has worked with the CCG, CWP, 
the Countess of Chester and Cheshire West and Chester Council to develop 
the West Cheshire Way and bid for additional funding from NHS England’s 
New Care Models or Vanguard Programme.  I have enjoyed being the         
ambassador for the West Cheshire at events in Leeds, Manchester, London 
and Germany. Most recently, I travelled as part of an NHS delegation 
to Hausach in the Kinzig Valley in the Black Forest to learn about their        
population based healthcare initiative. Their clinician led                               
organisation Gesundes Kinzigtal is transforming patient care and reducing 
health care costs. They have health promotion programmes for their children 
like our Daily Mile, long term  condition pathways mirroring our Diabetes LES 
and Year of Care work streams and elderly care similar to our nursing home 
LES. I came back from that trip invigorated and ready to push forward. 

However, funding pressures from other areas of NHS spending meant that 
our ambitious Vanguard plan was ultimately unsuccessful in securing further 
funding. Having been involved with the “CIC” from its early inception this 
seems to be an appropriate point to draw a line under my tenure and hand 
the federation on to another Chair.  

In June at Primary Care Cheshire’s AGM we will need to elect a new Chair to 
join the current board of talented, committed individuals to take the           
federation into a new chapter. I would encourage anyone interested to get in 
touch and put themselves forward for this exciting and fulfilling role. 

If you would like to nominate yourself for the position of chair you need to be 
a salaried GP or GP Partner at one of our member practices , please contact 
Nicola Daniels ASAP so she can arrange for the election to take place at the 
AGM on June 8th 2016. If you would like more details about the role please 
also contact Nicola Daniels.  

Many thanks for all your support  

 

Dr Jonathan Gregson 
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Primary Care Cheshire have now     

secured  four training dates for 2016 

covering First Aid, Chaperoning, 

Health & Safety and also Read Code 

Training. *see website for dates* 

The registration lists are filling up 

quickly so get your space whilst you 

can. 

If you have any other training           

requirements do not hesitate to      

contact Nicola Daniels                              

(ndaniels@nhs.net) for more             

information.  

Next Members Meeting  

We have now secured all the dates for this 
years members meeting and they will be all 
being held at the Mercure Abbot’s Well Hotel 
in Christleton.  

Wednesday 15th June  

(7.00-9.00pm) 

We will have  three indemnity companies 
attending the next meeting to discuss group 
discounts and benefits of all being with the 

one provider.  

A message from our Chair... 

AGM Meeting 

Wednesday June 8th 2016 

Doubletree by Hilton, Chester  

Arrival 7.00pm– Meeting  7.30-9.30pm. 
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AVS 

Now that the AVS service has been up and running for a while Primary Care Cheshire have developed an AVS best practice 

flow chart that we felt may assist all practice working to the same methods, this will not only assist with the amount of     

queries surrounding  the claims process but will mean everyone has a clear process to follow and that claims can  be          

processed quicker.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Since the AVS Service started in November 2015 189 calls have been received by practice’s of which 98 resulted in home 

visits/ Surgery attendance and 91 were dealt with by a telephone to the paramedics from the doctor. 

Out of these 189 there were 164 hospital admission’s avoided.  

Here are a few patient stories that we have received from our member practices: 

 Patient called ambulance due to leg pain. Paramedic attended and did obs on patient. Paramedic then called surgery and a doctor 
called him straight back on discussion it was agreed that the patient would come straight down to the surgery to be seen. Patient 
attended the surgery saw the doctor and was not admitted to hospital. He was advised to contact the surgery again if no improve-
ment with his leg pain. 

 We were contacted by the ambulance service following a patient suffering a choking episode. The patient was palliative however 
the ambulance service were phoned due to family concern. By using the service the ambulance assessed the patient as stable after 
the provision of a neb and monitoring observations, the crew were then able to speak to a GP who agreed to provide a visit pre-
venting what would have likely been an A&E visit. 


